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ABSTRACT 
Most radioactive waste emerges as well-defined waste 

streams from operating power reactors. The management of this 
is an on-going practice, based on comprehensive (IAEA) 
guidelines. A special waste category however consists of the 
historical waste from research reactors, mostly originating from 
various experiments in the early years of the nuclear era.  
Removal of the waste from the research  site, often required by 
law,  raises  challenges: the  waste packages must fulfill the 
acceptance criteria from the receiving storage site as well as the 
criteria for nuclear transports. Often the aged waste containers 
do not fulfill today’s requirements anymore, and their contents 
are not well documented. Therefore removal of historical waste  
requires advanced characterization, sorting, sustainable 
repackaging and sometimes conditioning of the waste. 

This paper describes the Dutch experience of a historical 
waste removal campaign from the Petten High Flux research 
reactor. The reactor  is still in operation, but Dutch legislation 
asks for central storage of all radioactive waste at the COVRA 
site in Vlissingen since the availability of the high- and 
intermediate-level waste storage facility HABOG in 2004. 

In order to comply with COVRA’s acceptance criteria, the 
complex and mixed inventory of intermediate and low level 
waste must be characterized and conditioned, identifying the 
relevant nuclides and their activities.  Sorting and segregation 
of the waste in a Hot Cell offers the possibility to reduce the 
environmental footprint of the historical waste, by repackaging 
it into different classes of intermediate and low level waste. In 
this way, most of the waste volume can be separated into lower 
level categories not needing to be stored in the HABOG, but in 

the less demanding LOG facility for low-level waste instead. 
The characterization and sorting is done on the basis of a 
combination of gamma scanning with high energy resolution of 
the closed waste canister and low-resolution localized gamma 
scanning inside a hot cell. 

A complicating factor is that the conditioning of the waste, 
consisting of compacting and cementing, would require such an 
extensive infrastructure at the Petten site, that it appeared to be 
more practical to have it executed by a  foreign service 
provider. Therefore the waste packages have to comply with 
cross-border transport and waste acceptance criteria, and the 
national legislation of this service provider too. 

This paper describes this historical waste project, focusing 
on the fast and precise characterization approach, the expert 
system behind it, and the sorting and repackaging effort at the 
Petten site. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

With the operation of any nuclear reactor radioactive waste 
is produced. Similarly at the research location Petten, since the 
commissioning of the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in  1961. This 
historic radioactive waste has been stored in the Waste Storage 
Facility (WSF) on the Petten site.  

The current Dutch government policy with regard to 
radioactive waste demands that all radioactive waste in the 
Netherlands is collected, processed and stored by a central 
organization. For this purpose COVRA has been founded. 
Because COVRA until 2003 only had facilities for the storage 
of low and intermediate level waste, this was the first category 
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of waste transferred from Petten to COVRA. For the storage of 
highly radioactive waste, the HABOG (Highly Radioactive 
Treatment and Storage Building) facility became available at 
COVRA in 2003. The requirements of the Nuclear Energy 
Permit granted to NRG for the WSF state that from the moment 
COVRA is able to receive the highly radioactive waste currently 
present in the WSF, this waste will be offered for transport to 
COVRA as soon as possible. All historical waste should be 
removed from the Petten location before the end of 2017. 

The drums of the WSF could not be transferred to COVRA 
in the present form, because the current packages do not comply 
with the requirements for transport and prolonged storage.  
Therefore repackaging of the waste is required, and COVRA 
does not have the facilities for this. In addition, it was clear 
from the existing documentation about the content of the WSF 
drums,  that they do not only contain high-level waste, but 
largely also medium and low level waste. To avoid unnecessary 
use of the available space in the HABOG (and to avoid the 
associated costs), it was decided to segregate the waste into 
different categories in Petten, high-, medium- and low-level 
waste. Only the category of high-level waste should be stored in 
the HABOG. The medium- and low-level waste will then be 
stored in the less demanding LOG facility at COVRA.  

After segregation, the sorted waste drums need to be 
compacted, cemented and transported to COVRA. In 2007, a 
project was started to perform the whole job on the Petten site, 
including construction of the necessary facilities [1]. This 
appeared to be only partly feasible on the site, and now the 
conditioning process will be split into two parts. In Petten, only 
the process steps sorting, characterizing and repackaging will 
take place. Compacting and cementing will subsequently be 
done by a service provider who already has the required 
facilities for this. The following phases have been identified: 
1. Retrieval from the WSF plugs; characterization and sorting 
of the historical waste into two ILW classes and one LLW class; 
temporary storage of the new sorted drums in the WSF. 
2. Repackaging of the stored waste from the WSF; cross-border 
transport of the ILW drums to the service provider for 
compaction and cementation, followed by transport back to The 
Netherlands for storage at COVRA. 

In the following, the process the historical radioactive 
waste passes through from storage in the WSF at NRG in Petten 
to storage at COVRA is discussed. 

 

HISTORICAL WASTE   
The mixture of LLW and ILW historical waste presently 

stored in the WSF at Petten dates back from the period of 1963 
to 1998. It essentially consists of two types of materials. Firstly, 
there are neutron-activated ferro and non-ferro metals from 
dismantled experiments and from claddings and other (non-
fissile) parts of irradiated fuel elements, with radionuclides such 
as Co-60 and Ni-63. Secondly, there is organic material 
contaminated with activated metal and volatile fission products 
such as caesium. This organic material consists of plastic foils, 

tissues (paper), cloths used to clean the hot-cell, filters and the 
so-called ‘table cloths’ previously made from PVC that have 
been used for many years in the hot-cell to collect the rubble 
and debris during cutting, sawing and other mechanical 
operations in these hot-cells. In addition to these materials, the 
waste contains several encapsulated radioactive sources. 

 

RETRIEVAL, CHARACTERISATION AND SORTING 
As not all drums are in good condition, a special waste 

retrieval unit is ready to be constructed, shown in Figure 1. The 
unit is equipped with special gripping devices and a vacuum 
cleaner, to make sure all the waste can be retrieved in case the 
drums show corrosion and may not be able to be lifted in one 
piece.  

 

   
 

         
Figure 1 Waste retrieval from the WSF. Top: waste plug with 
handling unit, bottom left: gripper for large waste pieces, 
bottom right: gripper for small pieces. 
 

Characterization is mainly done by gamma scanning, 
supported by dose rate measurement  and neutron counting. All 
the waste drums are taken out the WSF plug storage facility one 
by one, and first visually inspected with a high-dose resistant 
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camera system. Then they are scanned for specific nuclides by 
the gamma scanning system VINISH in the same building. 
VINISH (Visual Inspection and Nuclide Identification System 
for High-level radioactive waste) is a gamma scanning device 
specially designed for non-destructive analysis of radioactive 
waste drums, shown in Figure 2. It enables a nuclide-specific 
analysis of the contents of  waste drums, without having to open 
them. Gamma-ray energies in the range from  50 keV to 2 MeV 
can be measured with a high purity germanium detector.  

During the scanning procedure the vessel is rotated around 
its vertical axis, so that the effect of asymmetrically positioned 
sources is largely averaged out. Subsequent ‘slices’, each 
covering about 25% of the vessel are measured, by moving the 
vessel to different vertical positions, while keeping the detector 
position fixed. VINISH can handle waste containers with 
activities up to 10 TBq. The nuclide specific activity of each 
container is reconstructed from the measurements of the 
spectrum of the gamma radiation and  the detection efficiency. 

 
Figure 2. VINISH high resolution gamma scanning system. 

On the left: the waste drum; on the right: detector with 
collimator handling. 

 
The problem of the expected high count rates on the 

detector has been coped with by means of: 
• providing distance between detector and source; 
• placement of two slit systems with variable size in front of 

the detector; 
• special high count rate electronics. 
VINISH has separate horizontal and vertical slit systems with 
three sizes each. The measured gamma spectra are analyzed 
using commercial analysis software. VINISH is also equipped 
with four dose rate probes, to assess the dose rate per position 
around the drum. For detection of actinides, the system is 
equipped with a neutron detector mounted on the VINISH 
casing. 

Not all waste nuclides are emitting gamma radiation: some 
only emit beta radiation or X-rays. The activity of these 
nuclides is determined by means of nuclide vectors: they are 
coupled to a gamma emitting nuclide by a pre-determined ratio. 
E.g. the beta emitter Ni-63 is coupled to the gamma emitting 
Co-60 because they both are created by neutron activation.  

After the VINISH analysis, the drum is transported to the 
hot cell laboratory HCL on a few hundred meters distance on 
the same site in Petten. In the HCL, the radioactive waste is 
sorted into three categories with the HIRARCHI sorting system. 

In the hot cell, the drum is opened and the contents spread 
out on a table. With a movable gamma detector inside the hot 
cell, an x-y scan is made of the waste on the table. 

Based on the scans the waste is being sorted in several 
drums. Three classes are foreseen, based on the dose rate on the 
drum surface: ILW1, ILW2 and LLW. The high ILW class, 
ILW1, is to be stored in the HABOG facility of COVRA, and 
the low ILW class, ILW2, is to be stored in the less demanding 
LOG facility, as well as the LLW. The boundary values between 
the waste classes are derived from the ADR limits for the 
transport of the drums in their transport packages. These values 
also correspond to the activity limits between the colors of the 
iso-plots. 

 
Figure 3. Iso-plot with corresponding gamma spectrum. The 
iso-plot is projected over an image of the waste on the table 
taken by a camera. 

 
 

      
Figure 4 Examples of iso-plots of radioactive material spread 
out on the table of the HIRARCHI gamma-scanner. The colors 
correspond to an activity range. 
 

In Figure 4, three colors can be seen, one for each sorting 
class. First the ‘red’ waste is taken from the table and put into 
an ILW1 class drum. After this is done, a new scan is made to 
check that all the ‘red’ waste has been removed. If this is the 
case, then all the ‘yellow’ waste can be taken from the table and 
put in an ILW2 class drum. Again a new scan is made to check 
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if all ‘yellow’ waste has been removed. If only ‘green’ waste is 
left on the table, then this can all be put in the LLW drum. In 
this way, a sorted waste drum contains waste from several WSF 
drums. After each sorting round, the dose rate caused by the 
drum content of that moment is being calculated and compared 
with the derived maximum dose rate. If the maximum value is 
reached, the drum is closed and replaced by a new empty drum, 
after which the sorting process can be continued.  

If waste parts are considered too large to be put in a waste 
drum, a variety of cutting and sawing tools is available in the 
cell to reduce the size of the waste parts. In Figure 5, a drawing 
of the cell is shown. The cell has two lead windows: the sorting 
table is operated at the left window, and the cutting activities at 
the right window. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Hot cell with HIRACHI sorting table and detector. For 
operation, the table slides forward to the window. 

 
During the sorting process, the drums are positioned on a 

weigh module to keep track of their weight. This is also being 
compared with the maximum weight of the transport container 
for the transportation from NRG to the sorting process. If this 
maximum value is reached earlier than the maximum value for 
the dose rate, then the drum is closed as well and replaced by a 
new one. 

The historical waste consisting of PVC requires special 
attention, because it cannot be compacted in too large pieces, 
due to the emergence of liquid, sticky and gaseous components. 
PVC can be distinguished through the cell window, and can be 
undamaged or deformed. The undamaged PVC is cut into 
pieces and distributed evenly over the drum, in such a way that 
the PVC volume fraction is limited. The deformed PVC is put 
into separate waste drums. 

The waste contains a number of radioactive sources, like 
Na-22, Co-60, Cs-137 and Am-241. These sources are 
separated before sorting, as they would disturb the nuclide 
vector. They are transported to COVRA directly. 

 

REPACKAGING, TRANSPORT AND CONDITIONING   
When the service provider is ready to receive the sorted 

ILW drums, they are repackaged into transportable packages. 
The packages are transported across the border to the country of 
the service provider. This complicates the transport licensing 
process, but is still the preferable option above constructing a 
conditioning facility in Petten. At the service provider facility, 
the packages are compacted and cemented with already existing 
equipment. The resulting waste pucks are combined into 
transport containers with about four to seven pucks per 
container, optimizing for a minimal number of transports to 
COVRA.  

  

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK   
Whereas efficient processes have been developed for the 

treatment and removal of the operational waste from the Petten 
HFR, the removal of the historical waste offers a special 
challenge. The special character and the many unknown factors 
already have resulted in a delay of the removal of the waste of 
several years. Sorting and segregation of the waste in a Hot Cell 
offers the possibility to reduce the environmental footprint of 
the historical waste, by repackaging it into different classes of 
intermediate and low level waste. In this way, most of the waste 
can be separated into lower level categories not needing to be 
stored in the HABOG of COVRA, but in the less demanding 
LOG facility for low-level waste instead. Valuable experience is 
being gathered with the removal of this historical waste from 
the  Petten site. With this experience, NRG will be able to help 
other research reactor sites with the removal of their historical 
waste.  

 

NOMENCLATURE 
COVRA Central Organization for Radioactive Waste 
HABOG Highly Radioactive Treatment and Storage 

Building  
HCL Hot Cell Laboratory 
HIRARCHI HIghly RAdioactive Raw waste 

CHaracterisation & Identification system 
ILW Intermediate Level Waste 
LLW Low Level Waste 
VINISH Visual Inspection and Nuclide Identification 

System for High-level radioactive waste 
WSF Waste Storage Facility 
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